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"The Exact 11 Steps & 'Team Site Traffic Blueprint' 

to Help You Sponsor 28 Reps, Build a Team of 183 

People and Grow a Monthly Income of $2,732.81 in Only 

19 days…" 

 

By Gavin Mountford 

 

It doesn't matter what your opportunity is right 

now... it could be Empower Network, ILN, My Lead 

System Pro, Mary K, Amway, Pure Leverage, Bitcoin 

Economy, Neucopia or anything else for that matter...  

 

(If your opportunity isn't here... just imagine it 

is, because this will apply to you too...) 

 

Whatever it is you are probably struggling... why? 

well because everyone and their dog are promoting the 

same program as you... 

 

You are competing against 1,000's maybe 10,000 or 

even 100,000 other people! 

 

so you do not stand out from the crowd. do you? 

 

Probably, right now you don't have anything of VALUE 

to offer your prospects... (kind of like an 

incentive) to sign up under you... 

 

Right? 

 

Seriously, why should anyone sign up under you? What 

do they get... how can you help them? 
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So, you are trying to generate leads and get sign 

ups, and make money from an opportunity that has 

thousands of other people all competing for the same 

leads... 

 

Well... here's the cold HARD truth... nobody is going 

to sign up with you! Especially when they could sign 

up with someone else with more experience... 

 

Now I know that's harsh, but I have to get you to 

realise that this is the truth... I mean seriously, 

how many people have you ever signed up in a Network 

Marketing opportunity, or affiliate program? 

 

And how many of those people are still with you today 

and are building a BIG business? 

 

Probably not many... 

 

See, before you learn how to change all this, you 

first have to recognise the problem... 

 

And it's a pretty major problem isn't it? If you 

continue to do what you're doing right now for the 

next 5 years... what's going to happen to your 

dreams? 

 

This is why I came up with my Team Site Traffic 

model, to help YOU... 

 

If you've been following me for any length of time, 

you'll know that not very long ago, I joined Pure 

Leverage... 

 

(Please Note: I am not in that opportunity any 

more... and I'll tell you the story of WHY very 

shortly... 
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It's an interesting story :-) 

 

At the time I knew there were tens of thousands of 

other marketers all promoting the same opportunity as 

me, and I needed to do something different for me and 

my team! 

 

See, ultimately I wanted my team members to make 

money... because then I knew I would make a ton of 

cash too... 

 

So, I set up a team site, and leveraged the VISION of 

the team site to sign up other people into Pure 

Leverage. 

 

Very quickly, and I'm talking within 19 days... I 

personally sponsored 28 reps, built a team of 183 

people and grew a monthly income of $2,732.81 in only 

19 days… 

 

(Just because I SHARED my vision with them) 

 

I created a small little team site that got over 

16,054 visitors and prospects in only 90 days. 

 

My list grew like crazy... 

 

Within a few weeks that grew to 49 personally 

sponsored, and 417 in the team… (other people were 

coming to me to ask if they could join me) 

 

...and within 90 days my monthly income had increased 

by over $5000 from a few different income sources ALL 

directly related to the TEAM Site I'd created... 
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Now IMAGINE for a second... that you were able to do 

that in your Network Marketing / affiliate 

opportunity... 

 

Well you CAN... and here's the exact blueprint I 

followed... (in fact, I came up with the plan and 

blueprint, and then followed my own plan) 

 

So, here it is! 

 

The Team Site Traffic Blueprint 

 

Step 1: Join a Network Marketing or affiliate 

opportunity... (or use the one you're are in right 

now) 

 

Step 2: Register a domain name... something like 

www.youropportunityreview.com or 

www.youropportunityteam.com or similar. 

 

Or even www.YourTeamName.com (which sometimes works 

better because if you ever change opportunities in 

the future, you can still use the SAME website...) 

 

Step 3: Install Wordpress and a good theme (I 

recommend OptimizePress for this) 

 

Step 4: Create a handful of pages to get you started 

(About, Review, Compensation Plan, Team Bonus, Blog 

and a few others) 

 

Make sure the pages are SEO'd so they rank like CRAZY 

in Google... (I have a really cool community of Team 

Builders who can help you with this) 
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Step 5: Create a Team Bonus (could be trainings, 

coaching, audio, video, PDF... to be used as an 

incentive for people joining) 

 

 

Step 6: Install my 'Team Site Domination plugin' that 

will allow your NEW team members to drive massive 

traffic to your Team Site... (they'll write Blog 

posts about you, record videos about you and share 

your stuff on Social Networks) 

 

- (Ask me about this Wordpress software as right now 

it is NOT for sale...) 

 

Step 7: Create a team group on Facebook... (and allow 

your team members to invite people to that group...) 

- your team will grow like crazy because of this... 

 

Step 8: Make a list of your top 10-50 online Friends 

and send them a TEASER / Curiosity email to get them 

interested... (you can model or steal mine - more 

later) 

 

...then speak to the people who respond on the phone 

ideally... or if you are scared of the phone, then 

just record a quick video explaining what you're 

doing and send them to that...  

 

(actually I sent my prospects to a video... as it was 

just easier to reach more people that way - again, 

I'll show you this video...) 

 

When you speak with them, be sure to explain your 

Vision... and how the Team Site is going to work... 

 

Step 9: Sign up 5-10 people on your Front Line... 

(your prospects will LOVE the idea of what you are 
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doing and will want to be part of it... so this part 

becomes easy) 

 

Step 10: Create some messages (SWIPE emails) which 

your new team can use to go duplicate exactly what 

you just did, and invite other people to your team 

site. 

 

While your team are out recruiting... you can be 

writing more Blog posts targeting company specific 

keyword phrases to SNIPER people who are searching in 

Google and looking to join... (the traffic you can 

get when you do this is pretty incredible) 

 

Support your team members as they sign up new 

people... 

 

Give your team members an opportunity to record video 

/ written testimonials about your team site.. and 

then put them on the team site... 

 

Give your team members an opportunity to become 

authors on your Team Site... and work closely with 

the BEST people to make sure they write good quality 

content that will rank high in Google. 

 

Reply to all the comments you get on your Team Site 

from people who have found your team site... and 

speak to interested prospects on the phone... (you 

have the posture at this point) 

 

Step 11: Work like crazy... contact and sponsor a lot 

of people yourself... (when you stop recruiting, your 

team will stop too... - again this is easy with your 

Team Site and Bonus)  
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Help your team duplicate... (easy with Team Site and 

Bonus) 

 

Develop your skills as a marketer... and use some of 

the money you earn from this to put back into your 

education... 

 

Leverage paid advertising. Facebook Ads are a great 

way to drive extra traffic to your team Fan Page, and 

team site... there are hundreds of people looking to 

join your opportunity on Facebook and when they see 

an ad pop up, that YOU have the BEST team and BEST 

team bonus, they will be flocking to you... 

 

Sit back, watch the traffic come flooding in, watch 

the consultation requests come flooding in, watch the 

leads come flooding in, watch the sign ups come 

flooding in and watch your bank balance grow! 

 

 

...and there you go! A pretty comprehensive list of 

the steps to take to get your TEAM SITE up, running 

and cranking... 

 

Now... 

 

Here's the BAD NEWS... getting to the top takes a LOT 

of hard work and dedication, and it will probably 

take you a few weeks / months of FOCUS to do it... 

 

Here's the GOOD NEWS... very few people are willing 

to do what it takes to get to the top... 

 

So if you're willing to do that work... there is 

PLENTY of room at the top... so come join us... stop 

scrapping around at the bottom of the pile where 
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there are hundreds and thousands of people all 

struggling... 

 

Make a DECISION to RISE up and take what is truly 

yours... get to the top, do the work, and live your 

DREAMS... 

 

The Team Site Model is very similar to what many of 

the TOP Network Marketers use... 

 

In fact, pretty much all successful marketers (and 

I'm talking 6 figure earners) have learned to 

LEVERAGE their teams and other people to get what 

they want... 

 

Zig Ziglar once said... "If you can help enough other 

people get what they want, then you can have anything 

you want in the world" 

 

So true... now I know that ONLY the hard core people 

who read this will take ACTION! 

 

Truly I'd like YOU to be the one to take action... to 

stop fighting for leads, prospects and sign ups along 

with the rest of your Network Marketing team... 

 

...and be the ONE to LEAD... and take a step forward. 

 

To be the ONE who said... "enough is enough... I'm 

going to truly help people..." 

 

To be the ONE who created a TEAM SITE HUB that your 

team members can visit... your prospects can visit, 

and also other reps of your company. 

 

See... here's the GREAT thing... when you create a 

HUB that is related to your opportunity and you have 
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someone else write about all the latest news and 

updates in your company... 

 

Everbody flocks to your team site. Which means that 

you get more comments, likes, and shares from people 

reading the great content. 

 

Which means that you get higher Google rankings, more 

traffic, more people looking at your Team Site... 

more leads, more sign ups and more income... 

 

Yes, it truly is a very special model.. and one that 

NO BODY else teaches... 

 

So, right now you are in an AMAZING place to be 

getting this training... because 6 months ago, there 

was no way I was going to let the cat out of the bag 

and share this... 

 

So... that's it, just GO FOR IT and dominate Google, 

and the Social Networks for your opportunity. 

 

Just IMAGINE how it will feel when you've got 

thousands of people in your team, all sharing your 

content... with your face on it, and your BRAND. 

 

What will that do for your lifestyle, your income, 

your confidence, your self esteem? 

 

I'll leave it with you. 

 

 

Your Friend, 

 

 

-- Gavin Mountford 
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P.S. If you want to know more about my Team Site 

Domination Wordpress Plugin which can help all this 

become reality... then drop me an email / message 

 

-- Gavin Mountford 

 

 

 

 


